ELEVY EXCHANGE CALLS 19TH ANNUAL MEETING

600 From 92 Stockholder Elevators Meet at Lansing

At its 19th annual meeting, the Michigan Elevator Exchange at Lansing last Thursday, 600 stockholders and friends assembled, representing 92 elevators throughout the state. While 600 is an impressive number, the company's profits for the first six months of the year are not

COMMUNITY FARM BUREAUS SELECT 1939-40 PROGRAM

How to Get Better Prices For Farm Products. Is the Theme

Another year has passed since the成立 of the American Farmers Cooperative in the state. The program for the current year has been set and bols of the program for the 1939-40 season, which will be in force all of the year, were

James Nicol

With the passing of Mr. William J. Stoner, a longtime and active leader of the local Farmers Cooperative, the community has lost a valuable member. Mr. Stoner was a

DAIRY WEEWELS NEED FUMIGATING

Fumigation Preserves Size and Quality of Produce. Do Not Delay

Waxing winterbeets during the season is a sound agricultural practice. These beets should be waxed in the fall, but waxed also during the season. Waxing protects

NOMINATED TO A. B. F. F. CONVERSION COMMITTEE

G. B. Reddy, Kenyon, secretary of the Michigan Farmers Cooperative and reserve president of the bank, is to be named to the A. B. F. F. Conversion Committee. This committee has been named because of the

He Got the Tractor

Harmonic Turner, Baptist Arl., (right) accepting from Walter Yoder, Junior Farmer. The ceremony was held at the Farmers Tractor Co., at the Bay, Saginaw and Tuscola Farm Bureau's

BAD AXE: GAS & OIL CO-OP HAS GOOD YEAR

Walter E. Benson, president of the Cooperative, and his officers, gave a good account of the past year. The Cooperative has been making a good year, and they expect

FEDERAL SEED LAW EFFECTIVE FEB. 5, 1940

Designed to Protect Farmers Against Poor Seeds and Noxious Weeds

We have a new federal seed act. The act has been signed by the President and is expected to be in full force and effect by June 1, 1940. The act was effected in order to prevent merchants and others from misleading farmers.

HOMESTEAD "THE GHOST OF A MILK"

The milk marketing board has been working hard to improve the milk situation. The board has been working for the past several months to improve the quality of the milk produced in the state. The board has been successful in bringing about

LOUISIANA LIVING "HOMESTEADING"

The homesteading movement in Louisiana has been gaining ground. The movement began several years ago and has been gaining strength ever since. The

FARMER PRODUCER "HOMESTEADING"

The homesteading movement has been gaining ground in the state. The movement was started several years ago and has been gaining strength ever since. The
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Fishpole Thoughts

The world is but a larger net caught in the same sea. What goes into the sea goes out, but if it is not caught by some, then there are some who are left out.

The present generation of farmers are fed up with the idea of making money. They do not want their children to be farmers. The world is not hungry now, and there isn’t any need for them to be farmers.
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In This Country Every Day Could Be Thanksgiving

Just Compare Our Living
With Life As It Is Abroad

By W. E, K. M. MACK

we are not the only people who are
waiting for something to happen. The
offspring of others are eager to jump this step
and we are as eager to jump the last. The
milk in our living room is waiting for interest
and our children are waiting for instruction.
It is an endless waiting for something to happen.

I say we are not the only people who are
waiting for something to happen. The
mother of others is waiting for growth.
They are waiting for growth and
for strengthening of character. They
are waiting for the opportunity to
act. They are waiting for
the opportunity to
live. They are waiting for
the opportunity to
be. They are waiting for
the opportunity to
be who they are meant to be.
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State Bureau Has Not Endorsed Movie Scheme

Promotion Idea Tends To Turn Bureau Meetings Over to Others

County Farmers Bureau and County Farm Bureau Services, Inc., have arranged for several of the state and federal agencies to make brief appearances at the meetings of the Bureau of county farmers. The idea has been well accepted by the public. The meetings of the Bureau are well attended by farmers and the public desire to have their meetings made more interesting.

EXPERIMENT STATION HORTICULTURISTS recommend fall fertilization for fruit trees. It conditions the trees. It gets the nitrogen down deep for the roots to feed on when spring growth starts. It gets the job out at the way of other spring work.

Because GRANULAR "AERO" CYANAMID is very resistant to leaching, you can apply it in the fall and have enough nitrogen to grow your crops well through the winter months.

Fertilizer can be applied either in a solid granular form or in a water-soluble form. The water-soluble form is most commonly used because it is easier to apply and the nitrogen is more quickly absorbed by the plant. It is also more easily monitored for over-fertilization.

One way to apply granular fertilizer is to broadcast it over the entire field and then use a fertilizer spreader to distribute it evenly. This method is effective for large fields but may not be practical for small gardens.

Another method is to dig a shallow furrow and then place the granules in the furrow. This method is more labor-intensive but allows for more precise control over the placement of the fertilizer.

Fertilizer can also be applied as a liquid solution. This method is more expensive but provides the advantage of more precise control over the amount and placement of the nitrogen.

The choice of method depends on factors such as the size of the field, the type of soil, and the specific needs of the crop. It is important to follow the manufacturer's instructions and to consider the environmental impact of the fertilizer application.
3,500 at Tri-County Picnic; Saginaw Wins Tug-of-War

Farm Bureau Stores & Co-ops phosphate) increases the yield an would be only 1.25 at the average, be forced though Congress without prove it!

1939 State Fair Will Be Clean and Brilliant

Farmers Suffer From War

NOW PAY YOUR TAXBILL!

Protect Your Home With SOYA HOUSE PAINT

SOYA VARNISH STAIN

SOYA BLACK ASPHALT COATINGS

SOYA BARN PAINT

DECAY DESTROYS BARNS Protect With SOYA BARN PAINT

FARM BUREAU STORES & CO-OPS

Treat Wheat with this

FARM BUREAU STORES & CO-OPS

LIVE STOCK PRODUCERS

Letters to the Editor

Tightly Outgrown

Dear Editor:

Our Farm Bureau stores begin in entertaining them throughout the year. From News because they have helped themselves and had their hours with every auction without busin serious. We will have many

We all hope that farmers are getting high prices on fertilizer, but if any price on the average prices and hence they should know

Whose business is it, after

Tight auction prices, will last

or permits, they will be held to
till we will get somewhat.

The conversation is to

point of our business. We consider

in their interest. We will not

be taking the rest of the

suspicious temperate.

publication of this letter

regarded.

Tarnoff's Letter

August 7, 1939

The representatives of the Farm Bureau believe that in a democratic state, the prices for all agricultural products should be regulated in some way, not necessarily that the government should own or control anything, but that the world should decide what farmers and laborers can have. It is not at all clear how this can be done. This is a very serious problem.

The following test shows that dust-treating appliances of the type here mentioned are in fine shape, and there will be a splendid display of live stock, farm machinery, and agricultural exhibits. These announcements are made regarding the 1939 Fair:

M. C. Homes, Mi.

Orders shipped promptly

SOYAWAGON AND IMPLEMENT PAINTS

Soya Metal Flakes RUST FREE

Keep Metal Flakes RUST FREE

For a 2-Cent Job

Kills Rats Without Poison

KRO KILLS RATS ONLY

Treat Wheat with this

Lethocas

Lethocas effective against the natural KILL RATS

Lethocas.

Money never started an idea; it is the horse that runs the money—Will J. Cameron.
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MICHIGAN LIVESTOCK EXHIBITION

REMEMBER

When you receive a letter from the Exchange you are buying your live stock from the best dealers in Michigan. 
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**Use Farm Bureau Fertilizer for More Wheat**

- Lower Cost Per Bushel
- Better Quality Grain
- Top Price for Crop
- Good Following Clover Crop

Farm Bureau Fertilizer Prices are Low this Fall

**Fertilize Wheat?**

JUST why a man needs to be fertilized so that he can keep producing is still a matter of essential discussion.ATLACIDEWEST KELLEN

**A Match for Goliah**

Made Best Idea

New Job For

Syrup Juice

After much research of study and experimentation, the North Central Research Laboratory has been developed in the latest revolutionary syrup juice, from which pure juice is made. This juice is made from the sugar beet by a special process. It is used as a sweetener in food products and as a flavoring agent in beverages. The syrup juice is made from the sugar beet by a special process. It is used as a sweetener in food products and as a flavoring agent in beverages.

**The Harvest Time Story**

FARMERS' PRICES PER TON AT YOUR ELEVATOR — 5% DISCOUNT FOR CASH

- 2.00 0.90 0.30 0.15 0.00
- 2.50 1.40 0.80 0.40 0.20
- 3.00 1.80 1.20 0.60 0.30
- 3.50 2.20 1.60 0.80 0.40
- 4.00 2.60 2.00 1.00 0.50

**Michigan May Be Host To CO-OP Institute**

**STATE FARM LEADERS NAMED**

**Conducted by End**

Bid for 1940

The 1940 meeting of the American Institute of Agricultural Marketing Leaders will be held in Michigan this summer. It was announced that the location will be in the Ann Arbor area. The Farm Bureau Fruit Products Co., representing 66 countries, will attend the meeting.

**Michigan May Improve Ann's Certified Wheat and Milk for Production Top Quality Grade**

The Michigan Farm Bureau Fertilizer Prices are

Co-Op Tractors for Fall Work

CRAWFORDS-500 lb. Cleveland.

For Tractor Everywhere

PLOWS, DISCS, GRAIN DRILLS FOR Horses or Tractors

**MILKMAKER**

Dairy Feeds

24% Protein

34% Protein

**CO-OP FLY SPRAY KILLS FLIES**

**Guarantees Livestock Comfort**

The Fly Spray kills flies, protects livestock from the bites of flies, and makes your barn cleaner. It is easy to apply and effective. For information, write to your local Cooperative Extension Service office.

**FARM BUREAU BRAND SUPPLIES AT 300 FARMERS ELEVATORS**

FARM BUREAU SERVICES, LANSING, MICHIGAN